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Abstract. In this paper, we present a research project about a User-Centered 
Design approach to develop a user-friendly user interface for consuming news 
on a mobile device. Every User-Centered Design project starts with 
understanding the user in their context. It is important to understand users’ 
needs and expectations before developing new mobile services. This paper first 
examines how people consume news on their pc as well as on their mobile 
device. Next, we discuss if these collected user requirements really match the 
actual user experience. In this project, two prototypes were developed for 
studying the user behavior when consuming news on a mobile device. In 
addition, we also conducted usability research on which mobile device users 
prefer to watch the news on. 
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1   Introduction 

The mobile internet is highly limited and in many ways not comparable to the 
stationary internet. Mobile devices have limitations such as a small screen size, 
limited screen resolution, low bandwidth and limited processing power, resulting in 
the need for a careful design of these user interfaces [3]. Even more important is a 
proper understanding of how services on mobile phones should be offered. It is 
important to produce, right from the start of any design project, services that people 
want to use over and over again and services which they consider paying for [5].  

The MCDP project (Multimedia Content Distribution Platform) aims to provide an 
in depth study of the way in which users would like to consume news on their mobile 
phones. To this end, we used the User-Centred Design approach [1]. During our 
research, we used the contextual inquiry technique to gain insight into how users look 
at news reports on their computer as well as into how users search for news on their 
mobile device. Next, we investigated whether the findings of the contextual inquiry 
matched the actual user experience. Therefore, we developed two different prototypes 
of user interfaces for consuming news on a mobile device. A small but representative 
group of users tested these prototypes. In addition, we also conducted usability 
research on which mobile device users prefer to watch the news on.  



2   Investigating current news consumption 

In a User-Centered Design (UCD) process real users are involved. In this way, we 
gain a better understanding of users’ needs and their goals, which should lead to a 
more appropriate and more usable product [2]. To analyze the needs and expectations 
of the users involved in this project, we used the contextual inquiry technique [1, 4]. 
In this research project, we conducted two series of contextual inquiries, one with 
users who frequently visited news websites and a second one with users who used 
their mobile phones for browsing mobile websites.  

During these contextual inquiries we did not evaluate the news websites on their 
user-friendliness, but we tried to gain insight into users’ behavior, their needs 
concerning news websites (on their pc as well as on their mobile device) and their 
motivations and expectations. During the observations we focused on: how users look 
at news items. Do they read the whole article? How important is the corresponding 
picture? Do they take a look at the available video material? How would they like to 
receive the news on their mobile phone in the near future?  

It emerged that the selected users were very much attracted to multimedia when 
consuming news on their pc as well as on their mobile device. In general, users 
preferred pictures and multimedia to textual information, because one image with a 
note can say as much as 3 or more sentences. Consequently, users searched for news 
topics with multimedia. For instance, on Flandersnews.be, news items are 
accompanied by a small image representing a picture, audio or video (figure 1). We 
observed that the majority of the users only searched for news topics accompanied by 
these images, especially those with a video image, which indicates that it is possible 
to stream multimedia. 

 

                                   
Fig. 1. Images indicating picture, audio and video material        Fig. 2. News on a mobile phone 

 
Moreover, users indicated that the presence of multimedia can highlight the 
importance of a news item. The duration of these fragments can also indicate the 
importance of a news item. Next, it is also important for users to know the duration of 
the multimedia in advance when they are on the move or waiting for their train. 
Furthermore, when they stream multimedia, they prefer a short overview of the news 
items to an extensive story. In short, the images on the Flandersnews.be homepage 
offer users fast and user friendly information on what to expect from a particular news 
item as well as allowing them to ignore topics they are not interested in. These are 
important indications to keep in mind when developing a mobile service for the 
Flemish public broadcaster [6]. 



3   Match with the actual user experience? 

In this research project, we examined whether there was a match between the results 
of the contextual inquiry and actual user experience. To this end, we developed two 
different prototypes of user interfaces for consuming news on a mobile device (figure 
3 and 4). A small but representative group of users tested these prototypes in our 
stationary usability lab. This use of prototypes allows users to be involved at an early 
stage of the design process. 

The first prototype offered the whole news on the PlayStation Portable (PSP). 
During the test, we detected some problems when users wanted to navigate to other 
news items in which they were more interested. This proved quite time-consuming 
and frustrating, because users had to rewind and fast forward several times to get to 
the beginning of a particular news item. Some users explicitly stated that they did not 
like to watch the whole news, but would prefer to select news items quickly and 
easily. 

 

                    
Fig. 3. Prototype 1: only the whole news                  Fig. 4. Prototype 2: news item by  
can be selected     news item in thematic order 

 
With the information from this usability test and the information of the contextual 
inquiry in mind, we developed a second prototype. This prototype offered the news on 
the PSP item by item, accompanied by a short title and the duration of the news item. 
During the usability test, users were asked to watch the news on the first prototype as 
well as on the second prototype, which enabled us to compare the results of the two 
prototypes. 

The usability test of the two prototypes confirmed the results of the contextual 
inquiry and the usability test of the first prototype. Users like to watch the news on 
their mobile device news item by news item. They like the overview of the news 
items, which allows them to decide whether a particular news item is worth watching 
and to ignore news items in which they are not interested. 

Next, we obtained additional information about how users would like to watch the 
news on their mobile device. Thus, we detected that users prefer to see the whole title 
of a news item (rather than a part of the title followed by …). On a small mobile 
device, for instance, the title can be shown in a loop. Users also stated that the time 
indication of a news item is very important in deciding whether or not to watch it. In 
general, users prefer very short news items on their mobile phone. Thirdly, not only a 
clear title and time indication are important, but a thematic classification of news 
items (politics, economy, …) also seemed to be helpful for users. Finally, some users 
stated that they would like to be able to choose between watching the whole news, 



watching it in thematic order or watching it news item by news item. Nevertheless, 
the most important thing is the possibility to select a particular news item.  

4 Which mobile device is most suitable for consuming news? 

In this project, we were not only interested in how people want to watch the news on 
their mobile device, but also in which mobile device was most suitable for consuming 
news. So, another small but representative group of users was given the opportunity to 
experience watching the news on PSP, Nokia N91, iPod and Archos Player in our 
stationary usability lab. 

During these usability tests, we noticed that being able to navigate to the next news 
item quickly was very important to users. Users dislike having to navigate to the 
menu each time they want to choose another news item but prefer to move to the next 
news item immediately. Only the iPod offered this possibility.  

Another feature that users liked was the possibility to forward a news item a couple 
of seconds. Only the Nokia N91 didn’t offer this functionality. Both the PSP and 
Archos Player offered a thumbnail in the menu. This thumbnail was appreciated by 
users because “one image can say much more than a thousand words”.  

Next, users also preferred to see the full title of a news item, because it gave them 
an indication of what they were watching at that moment. Only the iPod and Archos 
Player displayed the full title, possibly in a loop in the case of longer titles, while the 
other devices abbreviated the title. All the devices showed the duration of the news 
item, both in the menu and when the news item was playing.   

Finally, we discovered that being able to adjust the volume easily was an important 
asset. Users preferred to adjust the volume on the mobile device itself, which was 
possible for all the devices except for the Archos Player. On this device, users could 
only adjust the volume through the menu. According to the users, a headphone 
connection is also important when they are in a public area. All the selected devices 
had this sort of connection.   

After the usability test, we asked the users to describe their experiences of 
consuming news on these four devices and to compare the different devices. 
Concerning the image quality, users were pleasantly surprised. The iPod was ranked 
first, while the PSP scored second best. Nokia N91 received the smallest number of 
votes. As far as screen size was concerned, PSP was the most highly rated, followed 
by the Archos Player. Nokia N91 was again ranked last. When asked for their overall 
opinion on the devices’ functionalities and navigation possibilities, users rated the 
iPod as the most practical device. Again, PSP ended second best, while Nokia N91 
was ranked third. The users were rather dissatisfied by the Archos Player because of 
the complicated menu and the navigation difficulties. The readability of the subtitles 
produced the same top 2, but here the N91 was the least popular device because the 
subtitles were very hard to read.  

When we asked users about their top 2 concerning which device they would like to 
have to consume the news, regarding all the functionalities of the devices, the iPod 
was unanimously preferred. Surprisingly, the N91 ended in second place. It was 
obvious that the iPod ended as the best device because of the quality of the device in 



general. The N91 ended second best because of the very important functionalities like 
calling, sms, mms, ... The poor image quality, the unreadable subtitles and other 
problems that we noticed when the users were using this device were apparently less 
important to users because of these phone functionalities.  

5 Conclusion 

A contextual inquiry and several usability tests revealed interesting observations 
about how users would like to watch the news on their mobile device. Moreover, we 
also acquired more information about which sort of device is most suitable for 
consuming news. Obviously, these tests were conducted in a controlled environment, 
so the next step is to conduct field studies in a realistic environment to investigate 
other problems and limitations in greater depth. Nevertheless, this research project 
represents a first step towards analyzing users’ needs and expectations regarding news 
consumption on a mobile device.  
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